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This year is the first time in which Russian EHPS membership reaches 8 researchers living in different towns: Saint-Petersburg, Novosibirsk, Krasnojarsk, Eletz.

This year the collective monograph “Psychological Health of Personality” has been printed by the Psychological Institution in Moscow (Eds: A. L. Juravlev, M. I. Volovikova, T. V. Galkina). In our article “European approaches to analysis of Health Psychology” we have tried to describe the EHPS mission and different theories in Health Psychology.

A book targeting kindergarten teachers interested in the formation of health behaviors among children “Health promotion and health forming” have been published.

This year the international round table, planned to take place in November, is devoted to the Masters program “Health Psychology”.

We currently encounter specific political and economic situation which restricts the realization of some projects, but we hope we can realize these in the future.